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Introduction

I present here some quick notes on the model by Swanson et al. (2001). The model is already written up in
my notes on ADT models, and it's in the math oncology book (Kuang et al. 2016). But here I go into a little
more detail. 

    Their model assumes the following: (i) a prostate tumor's volume, , grows exponentially at rate λ;
(ii) both healthy and cancer tissue leak PSA at rates  and , respectively, with ; and (iii) PSA is
cleared from the serum at rate μ. These assumptions lead to a model of the following form:

,

,

where  is the initial tumor volume in μl.

 Preliminaries

I start by defining variables and parameters, as usual.

% Define variables
syms t x(t) p(t) % x(t) = tumor volume (micro L); p(t) = serum PSA (mg/ml)
assume(t, 'real')
assumeAlso([x(t), p(t)], 'real')
assumeAlso([x(t), p(t)]>=0)
 
% Define parameters
syms lambda beta_h beta_c mu p_0 'real'
assume([lambda beta_h beta_c mu]>0)
assumeAlso(p_0 >= 0)
 
% Define initial tumor volume
syms x_0 'real'
assume(x_0 > 0)
 
% Define the model
x(t) = x_0*exp(lambda*t)
PSA = diff(p) == beta_h + beta_c*x(t) - mu*p(t)
 
% Define initial condition for the simple ODE
IC = p(0) == p_0

x(t) = 

PSA(t) = 

1



IC = 

Solution

Here I solve the ODE and manipulate things to get a reasonable form for the solution.

PSAsol = simplify(dsolve(PSA,IC));
PSAsol = expand(PSAsol);
PSAsol = simplify(partfrac(PSAsol))

PSAsol = 

From here it's easy to see that there are 3 sets of terms: (i) one with no exponential function; (ii) one
multiplied by , and (iii) one multiplied by . It's easier to manipulate this by hand to get it into this more
insightful expression:

PSAtest = beta_h/mu + (p_0 - beta_h/mu - beta_c*x_0/(lambda+mu))*exp(-mu*t) + beta_c*x_0*exp(lambda*t)/(lambda+mu)

PSAtest = 

% Check to make sure I made no arithmetic errors
simplify(PSAtest - PSAsol)

ans = 

% Passes the test, so reset PSAsol
PSAsol = PSAtest;

The limit as  is pretty obvious from just looking at the model, but still:

limit(PSAsol, t, inf)

ans = 

I'll need this in a moment:

syms asympSol(t)

Interpretation

Now that we have a complete solution,
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PSAsol

PSAsol = 

we can see very easily that the second term  as , so asymptotically we end up with this dynamics:

asympSol(t) = PSAsol - exp(-mu*t)*(p_0 - beta_h/mu - beta_c*x_0/(lambda+mu))

asympSol(t) = 

Here is an example from their data fitting for LuCaP xenografts (see Swantson et al., Table 1 for LuCaP
23.1). (N.b., this plot won't exactly match theirs because I'm plotting only the asymptotic model, and they
appear to have plotted the full solution.)

hold on
 
yyaxis left
ax=gca;
ax.FontSize = 16;
ylabel('Serum PSA (ng/ml)', 'interpreter', 'latex')
 
asympSolPlot = subs(asympSol, [lambda beta_h beta_c mu x_0], [0.0655 0 1.721 1.2896 25]);
fplot(asympSolPlot, [0, 60], 'LineWidth', 2)
 
yyaxis right
ax=gca;
ax.FontSize = 16;
ylabel('Tumor volume ($\mu$l)', 'Interpreter', 'latex')
Xplot = subs(x(t), [lambda x_0], [0.0655 25]);
fplot(Xplot, [0, 60], 'LineWidth', 2)
 
lgnd = legend('Serum PSA (ng/ml)', 'Tumor volume ($\mu$l)');
lgnd.Interpreter = 'latex';
lgnd.Location = 'northwest';
 
xlabel('Time (days)', 'interpreter', 'latex')
title('Asymptotic PSA and Tumor Dynamics', 'interpreter', 'latex')
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    A bit more insight follows from a rearrangement. Since , this solution takes the following form:

,

where  and . 

c = beta_h/mu

c = 

r = beta_c/(lambda+mu)

r = 

    From here, we can develop Swanson et al.'s key hypothesis every easily. The question they are studying
is why PSA doesn't always represent tumor mass in every patient. Some patients have frank disease with
serum PSA below the reference threshold of 4 ng/ml. This result predicts a number of reasons why that
might be. First, note that c is irrelevant asymptotically, and PSA is always proportional to tumor size with
proportionality r. (Which is why the solutions in the figure above overlap.) But if r is small, then it may not
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appear that way clinically. Specifically, tumors become clinically detectable at about 500 μl (0.5 ml). If ,
then we have,

solve(r*500==4, beta_c)

ans = 

which tells us that if , then such a small, but clinically relevant, tumor would might not be
recognized from the serum PSA picture because PSA would remain below 4 ng/ml. 

    Here's a specific example representing the xenograft system used by Swanson et al. Suppose we have a
tumor that reaches 800 μl at 50 days. In that case, to get λ we solve this:

Xspec = subs(x(t), [x_0 t], [25 50])

Xspec = 

lamEx = solve(Xspec==800, lambda)

lamEx = 

So when , the tumor reaches 800 μl at 50 days starting from a size of 25 μl. Further suppose that

PSA doesn't reach 4 ng/ml until the tumor is 800 μl. Then  becomes this:

rSpec = subs(r, [lambda mu], [double(lamEx) 1.2896]);
bcSpec = double(solve(rSpec*800==4, beta_c))

bcSpec = 0.0068

Summary: If , and the other parameters are as above, then serum PSA won't hit the typical
clinical threshold of 4 ng/ml until the tumor reaches 800 μl in size. Visually,

figure
hold on
 
yyaxis left
ax=gca;
ax.FontSize = 16;
ylabel('Serum PSA (ng/ml)', 'interpreter', 'latex')
 
asympSolPlot = subs(asympSol, [lambda beta_h beta_c mu x_0], [double(lamEx) 0 bcSpec 1.2896 25]);
PSAplot = fplot(asympSolPlot, [0, 60], 'LineWidth', 2);
ax.YLim = [0, 20];
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line1 = line([0 60], [4 4], 'LineWidth', 1, 'LineStyle', '--');
line2 = line([50 50], [0 20], 'LineWidth', 1, 'LineStyle', '--');
 
yyaxis right
ax=gca;
ax.FontSize = 16;
ylabel('Tumor volume ($\mu$l)', 'Interpreter', 'latex')
Xplot = subs(x(t), [lambda x_0], [double(lamEx) 25]);
TumSizeplot = fplot(Xplot, [0, 60], 'LineWidth', 2);
 
line3 = line([0 60], [800 800], 'LineWidth', 1, 'LineStyle', '--');
 
lgnd = legend([PSAplot TumSizeplot], 'Serum PSA (ng/ml)', 'Tumor volume ($\mu$l)');
lgnd.Interpreter = 'latex';
lgnd.Location = 'northwest';
 
xlabel('Time (days)', 'interpreter', 'latex')
title('Asymptotic PSA and Tumor Dynamics', 'interpreter', 'latex')

This plot shows the computations above. PSA (blue) hits the clinical threshold (horizontal dashed blue line) at
day 50 (vertical dashed line), which is the same day the tumor reaches 800 μl (dashed orange line).

    This paper shows that PSA can be of limited clinical value under 3 conditions, which follow from the

expression for the proportionality constant relating tumor size and serum PSA, viz. . If r is small,

then PSA reflects tumor dynamics poorly. Therefore, the model supports the intuitively obvious conclusions
that either low PSA secretion rate (low ) or high PSA clearance rate (high μ) makes PSA a poor predictor of
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tumor volume. But it also makes the less obvious prediction that high tumor growth rate (high λ) also
limits serum PSA's value as a biomarker for tumor size. 
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